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Anni verma(24/06/1988)
 
I am Anni Verma, young, passionate, enthusiastic, active, quick learner, hard
worker, soft-spoken, a great dreamer.I want to live life on my own terms and
conditions.I am a grounded human who believes in humanity and always look for
better things in life.I am searching the actual meaning of life through my own
mistakes.
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Dreams
 
Dreams…
                  Dreams are the door to success
                  Dreams are the world of happiness
                  Life without dreams is full of stress
                  Dreams are future's address.
 
                  If your one dream is broken don't cry,
                  But next become true if you try.
                  Don't take your dreams like a joke,
                  They come true if you have hope.
 
                  Your dreams should be your own,
                  Otherwise they become a thing of shown.
                   Achievement is not the end of dreams
                   But beginning of new schemes.
 
                   If you are careless, dreams remain dreams
                   But if you're careful, dreams become supremes
                   Don't scream, give food to your dreams.
                   Because your dreams are your future's beams.
 
                   I am telling all this because I have lot of
                   dreams.
                 
                   ANNI VERMA
 
Anni verma
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I Am A Girl, Let Me Fly.
 
I am a girl, let me fly….
                                            I am a girl, let me fly
                                            I want to touch the limits of sky
                                            Please don't cut my wings
                                            And arrest me in steel rings
 
                                            At my birth everyone become sad
                                            Such a feeling of people is very bad
                                            I am a girl precious than a pearl
                                            Want to blossom like a flower whorl
 
                                             I am a daughter, my parents pride
                                             Have lot of pain hidden inside
                                             I am a sister and a wife
                                             But loving my character more than my life
 
 
                                              No one on this earth is of my type
                                              Have some dreams in my life
                                              No one can feel my cry
                                               I am a girl, let me fly.
 
Anni verma
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Just One Life, Live It Fully...
 
Just one life, live it fully….
                                        Life is one, live it the way you want
                                        You are unique, be yourself and flaunt
                                        You are incharge of your life
                                         Fill it with happiness and spice
 
                                         Its your life, why to have fear
                                         Don't worry, if  no one is near
                                          Life is yours take every risk
                                          Because in life nothing is fix
                                      
                                          Be clear about the direction you are going
                                          Trust God, as this path he is showing.
                                          In life don't miss any chance
                                          Because some things happen only once
 
                                           In life many people come around
                                           Some give memories and some give wound
                                           Why we need others shoulder to cry
                                           You will be happy if you try
                               
                                           Close the doors to past
                                           Otherwise you have to pay its cost
                                           A bright future is waiting ahead
                                           Stop worrying about past, its dead.
 
                                            You can achieve your goal
                                            But, what you need is a strong soul
                                            You can fly and go high
                                            But, what you need  is a little try
                                              
                                             Enjoy every moment to its fullest
                                             In this way you will be happiest
                                             Move ahead and forget your pain
                                             Trust yourself you can start it again.
                                 
ANNI VERMA
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Life
 
&quot;Life&quot;
 
What is life let me try to explain
 
It is a paper which is plain
 
Some write blessings some complaints
 
What is life let me try to explain
 
 
 
It is a journey which is uncertain
 
Sometimes happiness sometimes pain
 
What is life let me try to explain
 
 
 
It is an ocean which seems like fountain
 
Sometimes calm sometimes din.
 
What is life let me try to explain
 
 
 
It is like air just to feel and inhale
 
What is life let me try to explain
 
 
 
At the end, I found what I m explaining
 
Its definition for all is not same
 
What is life it is difficult to explain
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so I decided, let me enjoy all its phase
 
What is life it is really difficult to explain.
 
 
 
ANNI VERMA
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